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Background

High grade serous endometrial cancer is a rare but aggressive sub-type

Represents less than 10% of cases but accounts for a disproportionate numbers of deaths

Eg 40-50% of deaths from uterine cancer in Victoria, Australia 2015-2017

Multiple retrospective and prospective series suggest value from adjuvant chemotherapy in this group

Only small numbers of serous patients in each adjuvant chemotherapy RCT

A meta-analysis may help to quantify the degree of benefit



Hogberg, N=75

N=83

Earlier studies 
suggested less 
benefit in serous 
histology but small 
numbers



PORTEC 3, n=105

Similar if not 
bigger benefit in 
serous patients



GOG-249, n=88

Similar rates of 
pelvic and para-
aortic recurrence 
between serous 
and grade 2-3 
endometrioid



Method

Trial level data meta-analysis of Endometrial Cancer RCTs that compare the use of adjuvant chemotherapy 

without or without radiotherapy or chemoradiation to adjuvant radiotherapy alone

Primary Endpoint – Overall survival, comparing adjuvant chemotherapy to none

Other endpoints – Failure free survival, Cancer Specific Survival, Pelvic recurrence, Distant recurrence

Subgroups of interest: Histological sub-types, LVSI status, Grade, Lympadenectomy Y/N, Age, ECOG



Planned studies to include (if permission)

PORTEC 3 (n=105)

NSGO/EORTC Hogberg trial (n=75)

GOG-249 (n=88)

GOG 122? (n=83)

Note that probably can’t include GOG-258 as no arm without adjuvant chemotherapy

Question: Should we included older studies using other chemo regimens?



Statistical analysis plan: Peey-Sei Kok/Chee Lee
NHMRC Clinical Trials Centre

Size of treatment effect

Fixed-effects inverse variance-weight method

Extract HR and 95% CI if not reported (Parmar’s method)¹

Updated OS data required

Difference between tx effects by path subtypes

Test of interaction

Heterogeneity- btw studies/ subgroups

χ2 Cochran Q test

Sensitivity analysis

PFS and OS on patients who received prior concurrent chemo-radiotherapy

Cochrane Review Manager (v5)

1. Parmar et al, Statistics in Medicine 1998. Extracting summary statistics to perform meta-analyses of the published literature for survival endpoints. 


